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Broad Strokes: Highlights of the OMB’s proposed revision to the current circulars (aka 
the “Super circular”) 
 

• This is a sweeping combination and revision of all the OMB Circulars currently 
governing federal awards to non-federal entities. The guidance combines A-110 (2 CFR 
215) and A-102 into a single set of administrative rules, combines A-21, A-87 and A-122 
(2 CFR 220, 2 CFR 225 and 2 CFR 230, respectively) into a single set of consolidated 
cost principles (but with appendices describing indirect rate guidance for each of the 
three types of entity: government, higher education, and nonprofits), and revises the 
language of A-133—presenting all in a single document. 

• It adds significant language directing federal agencies in the publication of 
solicitations. (See Subchapters B, C and D.) This is all new text. 

• It adds significant and thorough direction to pass-through entities on the selection 
and management of subrecipients/contractors. (See __.501 in Subchapter E. This is 
a long item, running to nearly five pages in the draft document.) This new material 
clarifies the role of the pass-through entity and may have a significant effect on your 
policies and practices around subawards. Don’t miss __.501(f), which allows fixed-
amount subawards up to $150,000 in value. 

• Subchapter F—the consolidated administrative rules—tends to favor the language of 
A-102. So although the essential meaning is largely unchanged, you need to review the 
text of this section carefully. In particular, note the following: 

o Procurement rules are expanded, making this section more reminiscent of the 
FAR. Numerous additions found in __.504 (9 pages of text in the draft) may have 
a significant effect on your policies and practices around procurement. (Also note 
that __.504(i) appears to contain erroneous text. We think that OMB may have 
intended this provision to simply cite Appendix III and part IV of Appendix II.) 

o Reporting language is revised. Although the essential meaning of the guidance 
on performance and financial reporting remains the same, __.505 is worthy of 
your close scrutiny. 

• The cost principles are significantly revised. This is split up (for nonprofits) into 
Subchapter F and Appendix V. See the InsideNGO crosswalk for particulars. Some 
major points are the following: 

o You’ll still find lots of familiar language in Subtitle II (“RAA” and the like), but with 
a new part on adjusting previously negotiated rates containing unallowable 
costs (__.614). 

o Some important new language on direct costs in Subtitle III. (See __.615.) 

o New terminology on indirect costs (now calling these “Indirect (F&A) Costs”) in 
__.616. 

o A new requirement to certify payment requests, rate proposals and allocation 
plan proposals. (See __.617.)  
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o Revised and updated Selected Items of Cost (what we know and love as 

Appendix B). Especially note significant changes to the following: 

 Compensation for Personal Services is completely revised and broken 
into two sections: __.621 C-10 Compensation - Personal Services and 
__.621 C-11 Compensation - Fringe Benefits. Especially note changes to 
the language on timekeeping records.  

 New paragraph on Proposal Costs. __.621 C-39 now provides official 
clarification that bid and proposal costs may be treated as indirects. 

 Travel Costs has new documentation requirements and has lost the 
paragraph on foreign travel (__.621 C-53). We may want to discuss 
among ourselves what we think this may mean. (Could be good; could be 
troublesome.) This part also clarifies that business-class travel is in the 
same boat with first-class travel—used only by special exception—when it 
comes to travel cost allowability. 

• Much of the language of A-133 is revised. Managers responsible for audit will want to 
review Subchapter G (the __.700 series of parts) for changes that may significantly 
impact your organization’s audits. See the InsideNGO crosswalk for specifics. 
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